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Abstract. In this article we construct a Durrmeyer modification of the operators introduced by
Chen et al. in [10] based on a non-negative real parameter. We establish local approximation,
global approximation, Voronovskaja type asymptotic theorem. The rate of convergence for dif-
ferentiable functions whose derivatives are of bounded variation is also obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The approximation theory by linear positive operators investigates how the func-
tions can be best approximated by simpler functions. The most famous basic result
for convergence of linear positive operators is due to Weierstrass who introduced an
important theorem named Weierstrass’ approximation theorem. At last in 1912 Bern-
stein introduced the most famous algebraic polynomials Bn.f Ix/ in approximation
















xk.1 x/n k and he proved that if f 2C Œ0;1 then Bn.f Ix/
converges uniformly to f .x/ in Œ0;1:
The Bernstein operators have been used in many branches of mathematics and
computer science. Due to their useful structure, Bernstein polynomials and their
modifications have been intensively studied. Among other papers, we refer the read-
ers to [3, 7, 9, 13, 23, 25].
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For f 2 C Œ0;1; Chen et al. in [10] introduced a generalization of the Bernstein
operators based on a non-negative parameter ˛ .0 ˛  1/ as follows:


































and n  2: They proved the rate of convergence, Voronovskaja type asymptotic for-
mula and shape preserving properties for these operators. For the special case, ˛D 1;
these operators reduce the well-known Bernstein operators.
The Durrmeyer type modification of the operators is a method to approximate
the Lebesgue integrable functions. For this aim, many researchers have studied in
this direction. Gupta and Rassias [18] introduced the Lupas-Durrmeyer type operat-
ors based on Polya distribution and established asymptotic approximation, local and
global results. Goyal et al. [14] considered a one parameter family of Baskakov-
Sza´sz type operators and studied quantitative convergence theorems for these op-
erators. Gupta et al. [16] introduced hybrid operators involving inverse Polya-
Eggenberger distribution and studied degree of approximation of these operators
which include global approximation and uniform convergence. Very recently, Acu
and Gupta [15] defined a summation-integral type operators depending on two para-
meters and discussed some approximation results e.g. local approximation, Voro-
novskaja type asymtotic theorem and weighted approximation of these operators.
In the literature survey, several authors have studied the approximation behavior of
mixed hybrid operators (cf. [1, 2, 4–6, 8, 17, 19–21]).
Inspired by their work, for f 2 C Œ0;1 we define the following Durrmeyer type
modification of the operators (1.1) as:









pn;k.t/f .t/dt; x 2 Œ0;1: (1.3)
The purpose of this paper is to study the Voronovskaja type theorem, local approxim-
ation, pointwise estimates and global approximation results for these operators (1.3).
The rate of convergence for differentiable functions whose derivatives are of bounded
variation is also obtained.
2. BASIC RESULTS
In what follows let jj  jj denote the uniform norm on C Œ0;1.
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Let ei D t i ; i 2N[f0g: By simple computation, we getZ 1
0
pn;k.t/t
idt D nŠ.kC i/Š
kŠ.nC iC1/Š : (2.1)
In order to prove the main results, we will show some lemmas in this section. We
need the following auxiliary results.
Lemma 1 ([10]). For the operators T .˛/n .f Ix/; we have
(i) T .˛/n .e0Ix/D 1I
(ii) T .˛/n .e1Ix/D xI
(iii) T .˛/n .e2Ix/D x2C .nC2.1 ˛//
n2
x.1 x/I















Lemma 2. For the operators D.˛/n .f Ix/; we have
(i) D.˛/n .e0Ix/D 1I
(ii) D.˛/n .e1Ix/D xC 1 2x
.nC2/ I

































Proof. This lemma follows easily applying Lemma 1 and relation (2.1). Hence the
details are omitted. 
Lemma 3. From Lemma 2, we get
(i) D.˛/n .t  xIx/D 1 2x
nC2 I














Lemma 4. For f 2 C Œ0;1; we have kD.˛/n .f I /k  kf k:
Proof. From definition (1.3) and Lemma 2, we have










 kf kD.˛/n .e0Ix/D kf k:





where 2n.x/D '2.x/C 1.nC2/ and '2.x/D x.1 x/:
Proof. This result is obtained by straightforward computation, but the details are
omitted. 
Remark 1. Let ˛;mn WDD.˛/n ..t  x/mIx/;mD 1;2;4 be the central moments of
D
.˛/
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lim
n!1n
2 ˛;4n .x/D 12x2.1 x/2:
3. BASIC CONVERGENCE THEOREM
Theorem 1. Suppose that f 2 C Œ0;1 and ˛ 2 Œ0;1: Then lim
n!1D
.˛/
n .f Ix/ D
f .x/; uniformly in Œ0;1.
Proof. Applying Lemma 2, D.˛/n .e0Ix/D 1; D.˛/n .e1Ix/! x; D.˛/n .e2Ix/! x2
as n!1; uniformly in Œ0;1. By the well-known Bohman-Korovkin theorem, it
follows that D.˛/n .f Ix/! f .x/ as n!1; uniformly in Œ0;1. 
4. LOCAL APPROXIMATION
The K-functional is given by :
K2.f;ı/D inffjjf  gjjC ıjjg00jj W g 2W 2g .ı > 0/;
whereW 2D fg W g00 2C Œ0;1g and jj:jj is the uniform norm on C Œ0;1: By [11] there











jf .xC2h/ 2f .xCh/Cf .x/j:






Theorem 2. For the operators D.˛/n ; there exists a constant M > 0 such that












where f 2 C Œ0;1, ˛ 2 Œ0;1; 2n.x/D '2.x/C 1.nC2/ and x 2 Œ0;1:
Proof. We define the auxiliary operators as follows:
D
.˛/






Then, we can easily check that
D
.˛/
n .1Ix/D 1 and D.˛/n .t Ix/D x:
Let g 2W 2 and t 2 Œ0;1. By Taylor’s expansion we have
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Applying the operator D
.˛/






















































































where x 2 Œ0;1: Furthermore, by Lemma 4, we have
jD.˛/n .f Ix/ j  3jjf jj; (4.5)
for all f 2 C Œ0;1 and x 2 Œ0;1.
Now, for f 2 C Œ0;1 and g 2W 2, using (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain that
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Taking the infimum on the right hand side over all g 2W 2; we get
















Now considering the relation (4.1), we obtain












which completes the proof. 
Let a1  0, a2 > 0 and let us now consider the Lipschitz-type space [24]:
LipM ./ WD

f 2 C Œ0;1 W jf .t/ f .x/j M jt  xj

.tCa1x2Ca2x/2
Ix; t 2 .0;1/

;
where  2 .0;1:
Theorem 3. Let f 2 LipM ./: Then, for all x 2 .0;1; we have









where ˛;2n .x/DD.˛/n ..t  x/2Ix/:
Proof. First, we show the result for the case D 1: We may write


















































hence the result is obtained for  D 1: Now, we prove the theorem for the case
0 <  < 1: By the Ho¨lder’s inequality with p D 1

and q D 1
1  ; we get

















































































Thus, the proof is completed. 
Next, we study the local direct estimate of the operators defined in (1.3) applying




jt  xj ; x 2 Œ0;1 and  2 .0;1: (4.6)
Theorem 4. Let f 2 C Œ0;1 and 0 <   1: Then, for all x 2 Œ0;1; we have




Proof. In view of (4.6), we have
jf .t/ f .x/j e!.f;x/jt  xj
and
jD.˛/n .f Ix/ f .x/j D.˛/n .jf .t/ f .x/jIx/e!.f;x/D.˛/n .jt  xjIx/:
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Let f 2 C Œ0;1 and '.x/Dpx.1 x/;x 2 Œ0;1: The second order Ditzian-Totik









j f .xCh'.x// 2f .x/Cf .x h'.x// j;
QK2;'.x/.f;ı/D inffjjf  gjjC ıjj'2g00jjC ı2jjg00jj W g 2W 2.'/g; .ı > 0/;
whereW 2.'/D fg 2C Œ0;1 W g0 2AClocŒ0;1;'2g00 2C Œ0;1g and g0 2AClocŒ0;1
means that g is differentiable and g0 is absolutely continuous on every closed interval
Œa;b .0;1/: It is known ([12], Theorem 1.3.1) that there exists a positive constant

























where  W Œ0;1! R is an admissible step-weight function.
Now we state our next main result.
Theorem 5. Let f 2 C Œ0;1 and 0 ˛  1: Then, for x 2 Œ0;1;
jjD.˛/n f  f jj M!'2 .f;.nC2/ 1=2/C !! 
 
f;.nC2/ 1C!  f I.nC2/ 1 ;
where '2.x/D x.1 x/ and  .x/D

1 2x x 2 Œ0;1=2
2x 1 x 2 Œ1=2;1 :
Proof. We consider the auxiliary operators as follows:
D
.˛/
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Let g 2W 2.'/ then by using Taylor’s expansion of g; on proceeding as in the proof
of Theorem 2, we obtain that
















Setting uD ˇxC .1 ˇ/t;ˇ 2 Œ0;1; and also applying the concavity of 2n , we have
j t  u j
2n.u/
D ˇ j t  x j
2n.ˇxC .1 ˇ/t/
 ˇ j t  x j
2n.x/ˇC2n.t/.1 ˇ/
 j t  x j
2n.x/
: (5.3)
Thus, inequality (5.2), in view of (5.3) leads us to






























Now, using inequality (4.3), we get














Applying (4.5) and (5.4), we have for f 2 C Œ0;1;
























Taking the infimum on the right hand side over all g 2W 2.'/; we get


























































f;.nC2/ 1C!  f I.nC2/ 1 : (5.7)
Hence, combining (5.1), (5.5) and (5.6), the desired relation is immediate. 
6. POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF D.˛/n
Now we present a Voronovskaja type asymptotic formula for the operators D.˛/n :





D.˛/n .f Ix/ f .x/

D .1 2x/f 0.x/Cx.1 x/f 00.x/; (6.1)
Further, if f 00 2 C Œ0;1 then (6.1) holds uniformly in Œ0;1.
Proof. By Taylor’s formula, we can write
f .t/D f .x/C .t  x/f 0.x/C 1
2
.t  x/2f 00.x/C .t;x/.t  x/2; (6.2)
where .t;x/! 0 as t! x and is a continuous function on Œ0;1. Operating D.˛/n to
(6.2) and Remark 1, we get
D.˛/n .f Ix/ f .x/D f 0.x/D.˛/n ..t  x/Ix/C
1
2





D.˛/n .f Ix/ f .x/






Since .t;x/! 0 as t! x; for a given  > 0; there exists a ı > 0 such that j.t;x/j<
 whenever jt  xj< ı: For jt  xj  ı; we have j.t;x/j M .t x/2
ı2
; for some M >
0: Let ı.t/ denote the characteristic function of the interval .x   ı;xC ı/: From
Lemma 3, we get
jD.˛/n ..t;x/.t  x/2Ix/j D.˛/n .j.t;x/j.t  x/2ı.t/Ix/
CD.˛/n .j.t;x/j.t  x/2.1 ı.t//Ix/
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which implies that lim
n!1nD
.1=n/
n ..t;x/.t  x/2Ix/D 0; due to the arbitrariness of
 > 0: This proves the first assertion of the theorem.
To prove the uniformity assertion, due to the uniform continuity of f in Œ0;1, the
ı in the above proof can be chosen independent of x and all the other estimates hold
uniformly in x 2 Œ0;1: 
7. RATE OF CONVERGENCE
DBV Œ0;1 denotes the class of all absolutely continuous functions f defined on
Œ0;1, having on Œ0;1 a derivative f
0
equivalent to a function of bounded variation





where g 2 BV Œ0;1, i.e., g is a function of bounded variation on Œ0;1.




N .˛/n .x; t/f .t/dt; x 2 Œ0;1; (7.1)
where the kernel N .˛/n .x; t/ is given by























.´ x/2 ; x < ´ < 1:











N .˛/n .x; t/dt





The proof of (ii) is similar hence the details are omitted. 
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Theorem 7. Let f 2DBV Œ0;1: Then for every x 2 .0;1/ and sufficiently large
n, we have

















































x/ denotes the total variation of f
0
x on Œa;b and f
0
x is defined by
f 0x.t/D
8<: f
0.t/ f 0.x /; 0 t < x
0; t D x
f 0.t/ f 0.xC/ x < t < 1:
(7.2)
Proof. Since D.˛/n .e0Ix/D 1; by applying (7.1), for every x 2 .0;1/ we obtain
D.˛/n .f Ix/ f .x/D
Z 1
0








For any f 2DBV Œ0;1; by (7.2) we may write
f 0.u/D f 0x.u/C
1
2
.f 0.xC/Cf 0.x //C 1
2
.f 0.xC/ f 0.x //sgn.u x/
C ıx.u/Œf 0.u/  1
2




1 ; uD x












N .˛/n .x; t/dt D 0:
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.t  x/N .˛/n .x; t/dt
D 1
2
.f 0.xC/Cf 0.x //D.˛/n ..t  x/Ix/
andˇˇˇˇZ 1
0











j f 0.xC/ f 0.x / j
Z 1
0
jt  xjN .˛/n .x; t/dt
 1
2
j f 0.xC/ f 0.x / jD.˛/n .jt  xjIx/
 1
2





Considering Lemmas 3 and 5 and using (7.3), (7.4) we obtain the following estim-
ate




















































N .˛/n .x; t/dt:







a dt#n.x; t/ 1 for all Œa;b Œ0;1; using integration by parts
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and applying Lemma 6 with y D x  .x=pn/; we have
















































































































Using integration by parts and applying Lemma 6 with ´ D xC ..1 x/=pn/; we
have




































































































By the substitution of v D .1 x/=.t  x/; we get















































Combining the estimates (7.5)-(7.7), we get the required result. 
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